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Dat Girl
 
the simple things you say to me seem to brighten up my day which make me
realize
I cant go without you
Icant be without you
I cant sleep without you
The curve of your hips
is like an apple hanging from a tree
the roundness of your lips
makes a brother get down on one knee
your pretty brown eyes
your gorgious thick thighs
your medium body size
makes me realize
that you are my wife
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Love Is
 
what is love
love is like a fresh rose coming out the ground
love is sacrificing
like sacrificing your life for another person
love is pure
pure as  fresh snow that just hit the ground
love is trust
like trusting your life in another persons hand
what is love
love is like fresh doves flying away in a hot summer day
love
without love who are you
NOTHING! ! !
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Time
 
if you lose time
then time will lose you
if you waste time
then time will waste you
if you save time
then time will save you
but if you kill time
then time will kill you
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What If?
 
what if?
what if nobody loved you?
what if?
what if everybody hated you?
juust what if?
what if you were the president?
what if?
what if you were poor?
what if?
what if you were Rich?
just what if?
what if people called you stupid?
what if?
what if  you could save somebody life?
what if?
the answer to the question is what you decide.
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